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Abstract

As the size and scope of information processing institutions within Congress have
declined in recent decades, the gap between Congress’s informational needs and its in-
ternal provisioning generates opportunities for interest groups, think tanks, and other
outside organizations to offer policy relevant legislative subsidies. In this paper, I in-
troduce a motivated reasoning theory of legislative information search in which staffers
act as critical gatekeepers, selecting from a wide array potential outside sources of
information subsidy. As prior research on political decision-making suggests, these de-
cisions are likely to be subject to common cognitive biases and are shaped by factors
such as staffers’ prior attitudes, ideological and partisan attachments, and institutional
incentives. I test expectations derived from this framework using original survey data
from the 2017 Congressional Capacity Survey and an experiment embedded in the 2019
Congressional Capacity Survey. I find strong evidence that 1) rather than simply se-
lecting sources that are attitudinally aligned with their bosses, staffers’ own attitudes
shape how they evaluate and use information, 2) staffers trust and use attitudinally
aligned information sources at far higher rates than attitude incongruent sources, 3)
moderate staffers are more likely to use internal non-partisan sources, and 4) there is
considerable asymmetry in the negative effect of ideological extremism on trust and
use of internal sources between conservatives and liberals.
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Motivation

Democratic legitimacy assumes, to some degree, a mapping of citizen preferences onto

legislator behavior. Regardless of whether legislators should act as delegates or trustees,

democratic governance requires that those who govern are responsive to those they

represent. This raises inevitable questions of differential responsiveness: Whose pref-

erences is the government responsive to? (Schattschneider, 1975; Bartels, 2016) What

factors shape responsiveness?(Gilens and Page, 2014; Druckman and Jacobs, 2015) Is

the manner in which the government is responsive systematically biased?

As the first branch of government, Congress must identify issues that need to be

addressed, allocate limited agenda space, assess and ultimately bargain over policy

alternatives, and draft and pass legislation to address the sets of problems or issues

identified. At each stage of this process who participates, and who is represented?

Whose problems are considered worthy of attention, agenda space, and sacrifice? The

anti-democratic potential of bias lurks at each of these stages.

Extensive research has both theorized and empirically investigated who politicians

are responsive to. Standard theory suggests suggest that re-election minded legislators

should be responsive to constituents in their district (Mayhew, 1974; Downs et al.,

1957). Indeed, the basic assumption of responsiveness to the demands of those they

represent is the foundational legitimating conceit of representative democracy. How-

ever, extensive empirical analysis suggests that this representational aspiration is rarely

met. Critics contend that the system is biased towards the preferences of the wealthy

(Bartels, 2016; Gilens, 2012), more in line with the interests of business(Epstein et al.,

2012; Schlozman and Brady, 2012), and biased towards the status quo (Baumgartner

et al., 2009; Drutman, 2015).

This paper addresses this central question in the study of legislative behavior:

whether and how legislators are biased. There are a number of ways in which leg-

islator bias may arise that have been fruitfully investigated by scholars. Gerryman-
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dered districts may create incentives for increased partisanship, or alter the aggregate

composition of state delegations (McCarty et al., 2009; Chen and Cottrell, 2016). Leg-

islative organization within the institution may incentivize legislators to specialize in

particular issue areas (Krehbiel et al., 1987; Krehbiel, 1992b), or encourage legislators

with outlying preferences in particular areas to seek positions on the committees of

jurisdiction (Londregan and Snyder Jr, 1994; Hall and Grofman, 1990). Features of

issues themselves and the constituencies or interest groups that they activate may bias

legislators’ attention (Arnold, 1992).

Indeed, a common suggestion is that interest groups and the pressures that they

apply bias legislators decision-making. In the most optimistic sense, this is interest

group pluralism with egalitarian, representational outcomes. However, scholars have

investigated a wide arrays of pathologies that might plague a system of interest group-

based representation. The parties-as-network school of thought (??) contends that

interest groups influence legislators at the selection stage, ensuring that only legislators

that are likely to be responsive to their demands are ever nominated by parties to run

for office in the first place.

Scholarship on capture, suggests that legislators, regulators, and industry in “iron

triangles” or “tight issue networks” (Gais et al., 1984; Heclo, 1978) have a close, biasing

relationship in which legislators and regulators systematically favor the the interests

of those they regulate over the interests of the general public. Scholars have suggested

information asymmetry (Austen-Smith, 1993), the revolving door (LaPira and Thomas,

2017), and vote-buying (see, eg. Morton and Cameron, 1992) as potential mechanisms

of undue influence that may bias outcomes. Members may weight the preferences of

groups of constituents more strongly depending on how likely they are to vote, how

intense their preferences are over a given issue, or how many resources they may devote

to either support or oppose a candidate’s re-election (Fiorina, 1974). Others have

argued that the special place of business in a capitalist economy (Lindblom, 1982), the

distribution of active interests (Schlozman and Brady, 2012; Schattschneider, 1975),
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or of interest group activity like campaign contributions, lobbying or position-taking

(Crosson et al., 2019) may bias legislators activity.

In this paper I focus on the information that outside groups provide. I explore how

Congressional staffers — functioning as agents of their bosses — evaluate, process,

and rely on different sources of information. I argue that staffers aggregate disparate

information in order to inform their bosses and make policy recommendations, and

that the manner in which staffers aggregate is not neutral, nor is it a perfect reflection

of their bosses’ preferences. Rather, staffers act as imperfect agents, responding both

to their bosses’ preferences and their own in how they evaluate and select information.

Ultimately, they are biased aggregators, and end up passing these biases along to their

bosses.

Using in-person interviews with congressional committee staff and original survey

I collected as part of the 2017 Congressional Capacity Survey (Drutman et al., 2017)

I find strong evidence that rather than functioning as perfect agents of their bosses

as the literature to date has canonically assumed, congressional staffer behavior is

substantially shaped by their own personal ideological perspectives. I find that more

ideologically extreme staffers are tend to report higher levels of trust and more frequent

use of external sources that they are ideologically aligned with than their more mod-

erate counterparts. While this result holds for both liberal and conservative staffers, I

also report significant asymmetry between liberals and conservatives, with evidence of

stronger ideological selection among more conservative staffers.

Theory

Since the 1980s Congress has seen a marked contraction in the resources and expertise

allocated towards legislative activities, while the demands of constituent communica-

tion and policy complexity have only increased (Drutman et al., 2016)(Jones et. al.

Great Broadening). Staff sizes in committees, in both the House and the Senate, have
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declined by up to 40 percent since their mid-1980s peaks (Drutman and Teles, 2015;

LaPira and Thomas, 2016; Reynolds et al., 2017). In personal offices have seen a sim-

ilar contraction of legislative staff in recent years, as the average percent of members’

representational allowances (MRAs) directed towards legislative staff payroll declined

from ∼27 to ∼18 percent between the 103rd and 113th Congresses Crosson et al.

(2018). Finally, staffing levels at the GAO and CRS have declined by 20 percent since

1979 (Drutman and Teles, 2015), while Congress disbanded many legislative service

organizations (LSOs) as well as the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) (Kelly,

2012).

These trends, on the whole, have left rank-and-file members with fewer expert

policy resources than their predecessors. Policy-making as a legislative enterprise is

resource- and effort-intensive, as Hall (1996) notes, and these resources are always

scarce (Hall and Deardorff, 2006). Much of the effort involved in the policy-making

process (e.g. drafting and introducing bills, being active in committee, producing com-

mittee reports, participating in markup) requires information goods as inputs. These

information inputs are largely produced by staffers, or as Hall and Deardorff (2006)

theorize by lobbyists functioning as auxiliary staff offering legislative subsidies. As

everyday functions in their work, staffers produce information goods which are the

tangible output of high human capital labor, such as briefs, memos or recommenda-

tions to their bosses, talking points, speeches, questions for committee hearings, policy

research, and draft legislation.The contraction of expert committee staff, legislative

support staff, and individual member legislative staffers have made the sorts of staffers

best equipped to engage in this production comparatively scarce.1

Of course, this change in internal policy resources has occurred at the same time

as historic changes in the costs of information-gathering brought about by information

and communication technologies (ICTs). The rise of ICTs has drastically lowered the

1Of course the contraction of these resources may perhaps be a rational response to insecure majorities
(Lee, 2016), increased party competition (Crosson et al., 2018), and constituent demands. Nonetheless,
policy resources within Congress are highly constrained.
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costs of breadth-first searches. Staffers routinely have easy access to various policy

networks and proprietary analysis, like those provided by Bloomberg Government or

CQ/RollCall. Databases, think tank reports, research archives and industry, and trade

and local news are a search away.

Staffers have more information available to them than ever before, but developing

deep substantive expertise remains costly. Because of this, it is clarifying to think of

staffers in this information environment as information aggregators rather than sub-

stantive experts, tasked with evaluating a broad range of competing information from

different sources.

Thinking of staffers as aggregators and evaluators of distributed information recalls

the particular characteristics of their decision environment; staffers are highly politi-

cally sophisticated, operate under time and resource constraints in complex information

environments and face competing directional and accuracy goals. This circumstance

maps closely onto others studied widely by cognitive and political psychologists. Con-

straints of circumstance and human cognition likely force people to satisfice rather

than optimize, and rely heavily on cognitive heuristics and shortcuts in complex infor-

mation environments (Simon, 1955; Tversky and Kahneman, 1974; Lupia, 1994). Lau

and Redlawsk (2001) argue that people rely more on heuristics in more complex in-

formation environments, and find that among political sophisticates endorsement and

ideology serve as particularly strong cues.

Kunda (1990) draws the theoretical distinction between competing accuracy and di-

rectional goals faced by motivated reasoners. She shows that depending on the relative

strength of these competing incentives, individuals engage in information search and

evaluation differently. Absent sufficiently strong accuracy goals, people tend to arrive

at the conclusions favored by their prior attitudes but are constrained by their ability to

construct seemingly reasonable justifications for their conclusions (Kunda, 1990). This

result is particularly relevant for the representational implications of outside informa-

tion. I argue that by producing and disseminating ideologically driven information,
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outside groups can alter the distribution of information over which staffers aggregate.

The existence of more extreme ideological information may provide ideologically driven

staffers the necessary frameworks or permission structures to better engage in in mo-

tivated reasoning.

People with directional goals are subject to both confirmation and disconfirmation

Taber and Lodge (2006). When given a range of information options, individuals se-

lect information that is likely to confirm their pre-existing attitudes at much higher

rates than counter-attitudinal information. Additionally, they are selectively skeptical,

subjecting counter-attitudinal information to a higher degree of scrutiny than informa-

tion that supports their prior beliefs. Nyhan and Reifler (2010) finds that corrective

information is often ineffective at countering a pro-attitudinal misperception.

While these canonical findings about political information processing were demon-

strated in the general public, there is good reason to believe that they should hold

among an elite population like congressional staffers. Motivated reasoning effects are

commonly conditioned on the interaction between political knowledge (or sophisti-

cation) (Tabor, 2013) and ideology (or partisanship). Political sophisticates are more

likely to have strong and coherent prior ideological commitments (Converse, 1964), and

thus tend to have stronger directional goals and to process information schematically

(Lodge and Hamill, 1986). Indeed, Fiske et al. (1983) show that experts are actually

more able to come up with counter-arguments to counter-attitudinal information, while

they accept attitude-confirming information uncritically. This body of work indicates

that people are most prone to engage in motivated reasoning when they have strong

partisan or ideological identities and sufficient political sophistication to pick up cues

and successfully rationalize away counter-attitudinal information.

By the standards of the general public, staffers are highly knowledgeable, politically

sophisticated, and tend to have strong partisan identities and coherent ideological

commitments. As such, there is every reason to believe that staffers are subject to

the same tendencies to trust and use attitude-confirming information over counter-
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attitudinal information as the general public.

It is an open and largely unexamined question in the literature on Congress whether

staffers act as faithful agents of their bosses. Canonical treatments of legislative be-

havior tend to treat offices as unitary actors, which obscures the complexity of the

enterprises they run and assumes that staffers act as perfect agents of their bosses

(For discussion see Salisbury and Shepsle, 1981). In the other extreme, Malbin (1980)

worries about the anti-democratic influence of staffers, who he calls “unelected repre-

sentatives,” on policy-making as they shape legislation after their own aims. Mont-

gomery and Nyhan (2017) find evidence that staff impact member behavior. I argue

that the cognitive processes involved in information evaluation, selection, and filtering

that staffers engage in as part of their day-to-day jobs lead them to deviate from from

their bosses’ interest. Motivated reasoning may be both conscious and unconscious

(Tabor, 2013), and insofar as staffers’ motivated reasoning is unconscious and their

preferences deviate from their bosses’, we should expect their information choices to

differ from those of a hypothetical perfect agent. Furthermore, the considerable infor-

mation asymmetry that exists between a staffer tasked with covering a specific issue

in an office, and the member they work for — who is on some level responsible for the

entire enterprise and all issue areas — creates ample agency slack for staffers to pursue

their own interests. Adjudicating the extent to which agency loss in the member-staffer

relationship is a function of unconscious or intentional/strategic staffer deviation is a

matter for subsequent study. For this paper it is sufficient to note that there are good

reasons to believe that staffers may not in fact act as perfect agents of their bosses

when they aggregate information to make recommendations to those bosses.

In summary, staffers with limited resources are in a position to serve as aggregators

of policy-relevant information for their bosses. The conditions and incentives that they

face make it likely that they the engage in aggregation that is biased towards their

prior attitudes. The selection of information that staffers choose to trust and use as

they make recommendations to their bosses fundamentally shapes the picture of the
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world that members of Congress see, which has can have profound representational

consequences.

Hypotheses

This view of staffers as biased aggregators leads to a clear set of expectations about how

congressional staffers evaluate, trust, and use information. I argue that staffer trust

and use of information sources is a function of the source’s reputation and ideological

proximity to the staffer, reflecting their competing accuracy and directional goals.

Staffers’ individual directional goals suggest that they will follow the pattern es-

tablished by Taber and Lodge (2006) and seek out attitude-confirming evidence at

higher rates that counter-attitudinal evidence. As such, we should expect to see higher

levels of trust and use of ideologically aligned information sources by staffers than

ideologically-misaligned information sources. This should be more pronounced among

more extreme staffers because of their stronger directional incentives.

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Staffers will be more likely to trust and use external information

sources that are ideologically aligned with them than those that are not.

I expect this tendency to trust and use information from attitudinally-aligned

sources to be particularly pronounced among the most ideologically-extreme staffers,

as they are likely to have the strongest directional goals and the greatest need for

external information that aligns with their prior attitudes.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): More ideologically-extreme staffers will report higher levels of

trust and use of ideologically aligned-external information sources than their more mod-

erate counterparts

While I have argued that staffers’ information evaluation and aggregation is subject

to their own personal biases, I do not expect them to be indifferent to the attitudes

of their bosses. Certainly, their bosses preferences and needs likely structure their

incentives as well.
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Hypothesis 3 (H3): Staffers will be more likely to trust and use external information

sources that are ideologically-aligned with with their bosses than those that are not.

As with the hypotheses regarding alignment between staffer and source, I expect

this tendency to trust and use information from attitudinally-aligned sources to be

particularly pronounced among the most staffers with the most ideologically extreme

bosses, as they are likely to have the strongest directional goals and the greatest need

for external information that aligns with their prior attitudes.

Hypothesis 4 (H4): Staffers with more ideologically-extreme bosses will report higher

levels of trust and use of external information sources that are ideologically-aligned with

their bosses than their counterparts with more moderate bosses.

The Congressional Research Service (CRS), Congressional Budget Office (CBO),

and the Government Accountability Office (GAO) have long track records of producing

highly reputable, non-partisan information and analysis. I argue that the high reputa-

tion of these internal sources should lead staffers, because of their accuracy goals, to,

ceteris paribus, trust and use non-partisan internal sources of expertise at higher rates

than ideological outside information sources. However, we should expect this relation-

ship to be moderated by the staffer’s level of extremism. More ideologically-extreme

staffers have stronger directional incentives, and as such, should be less interested in

using non-ideological sources which might provide counter-attitudinal information than

more moderate staffers.

Hypothesis 5 (H6): Staffers will be more likely to trust and use information from

internal non-partisan sources than external information sources.

Finally, I expect a similar pattern in evaluation of internal information sources

depending on the extremism of a staffer’s boss.
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Hypothesis 6 (H6): Staffers with more ideologically-extreme mosses will tend to re-

port lower levels of trust and less frequent use of internal information than staffers with

more ideologically-moderate bosses.

Congressional staff interviews

In a series of interviews I conducted between October 8th and October 24th, 2018,

congressional committee staffers described the information environments in which they

make policy decisions.2 While I rely on large-n survey data to test these hypotheses

more fully below, my conversations with these staffers lend texture and facial plausibil-

ity to the hypotheses I have proposed above. It is also worth noting that I interviewed

committee staff, where the staffers have a greater ability to specialize and more time to

spend focusing on particular issues (Malbin, 1980; Krehbiel, 1992b; Hall, 1996). Com-

pared to their personal office counterparts, committee staff are relatively shielded from

immediate political pressures, have more time and attention to devote to particular

issues and develop substantive expertise. Because of this, committee staffer may be

under less pressure than personal office staff to rely on heuristics, and may tend to

have weaker directional goals. This makes committees a “least likely case” detecting

the information environment for biased aggregation (Eckstein, 2000).

Despite this, the staffers I interviewed described a set of constraints and pressures

much in line with my expectations. They frequently detailed working on multiple issues

or bills simultaneously, often under pressing deadlines. In many cases they were the

only staffer assigned to handle a particular hearing, bill, or issue. While interviewees

tended to view themselves as having the resources necessary to complete their jobs, one

staffer highlighted the effects of the resource and time constraints they operate under:

“I think there’s a lot of mistakes that occur in terms of data and people’s information

2I conducted 16 interviews during this period with current and former members of committee staff in both
the House and Senate, on the Republican and Democratic side. I interviewed members of both authorizing
and appropriating committees.
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flow. Just because they don’t have time to really sit down and learn more about things

and figure out what they should be trusting and who they should be trusting.[...] [Y]ou

start making lower quality choices about your data and information.” (Anonymous,

personal communication, October, 2018) Several committee staff I spoke with viewed

this problem as particularly pronounced in the House and in personal offices that they

interacted with.

Importantly, staffers frequently cited the competing accuracy and directional goals

they face. An appropriations staffer captured the tension between these motivations

well: “[W]e obviously work for members of Congress who are ... have certain stances on

issues. And sometimes those bear on what we find out about how money is being spent.

But, on the other hand we also are, you know, as committee staff, stewards of taxpayer

dollars.” The staffers I spoke with are in a position where they need to be responsive

to partisan or ideological agendas, but also have a real interest in understanding the

link between policy tools and the outcomes over which they have preferences.

The directional goals imposed on staffers by their bosses was a recurring theme

across multiple interviews. A professional staffer for the minority on an authorizing

committee in the Senate noted “We absolutely still work for [the Ranking Member] at

the end of the day. [When...] working on [a] bill, I’m going to make sure that it reflects

the interests of [his/her] constituents and [state].” Another staffer remarked that “[M]y

boss is my subcommittee ranking member [and is] very active in immigration front.

[S/he] is [v]ery close to the immigration advocacy community. I can’t look at my job

that way. I can’t be an advocate. [...] But, because I know that my person I work

for is sympathetic to the approach that these folks have, I mean, that certainly makes

a difference versus somebody who might come in from the other side of that issue.”

Another interview subject described reporting to their committee chair as constraining

them such that they are only being able to stray so much from from the chair’s preferred

outcome. For them, this meant that certain sources are not useful.

While directional goals and partisan or ideological constraints were a common
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theme, most respondents expressed their commitment to accuracy goals as well. One

staffer put it particularly well: “[O]ne, you want a good piece of legislation, you want

it tight, you want to make sure it’s not doing things that you’re not expecting. You

want that legislation to carry out the policy you’re trying to implement.” The incen-

tive for accuracy fits with existing theoretical expectations. Esterling (2004) suggests

that risk averse legislators have an incentive to rely on research to implement socially

efficient policies; that is, the ultimate fear of electoral repercussions from failed policies

induces an accuracy goal in legislators. Of course, considerable uncertainty, in Kre-

hbiel’s (1992a) sense, over the link between policy and outcomes, should lead legislators

and their staffers to be skeptical over potential sources of information. Another staffer

described how their concern over unintended consequences induced accuracy goals as

well, stating, “I do not want to cherry pick information, that ends up with bad policy

and we get unintended consequences no matter what, we get way more if we don’t

know what we’re actually walking into.”

Some staffers put a finer point on it, suggesting that the ideological or partisan

reputations of particular sources are important factors. In interviews several staffers

highlighted how they and others use of ideological or partisan cues in their evaluation

of information sources. As one Democratic staffer put it:

All institutions sort of have a focus or an area of concern or way they
think about things. So I’m aware of that and some are more aligned with
Democratic ways of thinking and some are less aligned so that is taken
into account [...] I’m like ‘What is this person’s bias and where do I think
they’ve got it right and where do I think they’ve got it wrong, what is
their overall policy agenda, to shrink government?’ [...] I would think that
the [Republican] majority doesn’t particularly go to the Center on Budget
Policy Priorities website because the Center on Budget is focused on insuring
benefit rights for people who need them and that’s not usually the main focus
of the majority so they wouldn’t be using their material to advance their
positions.

Another Democratic staffer offered a similar perspective on ideological selection of

their outside information sources.
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We look a lot at studies, for example, from Brookings Institute, which I
find great. But I think Brookings tends to be viewed as more left, left-ish
think tank by some folks. And the same way I would view something from
American Enterprise Institution. I tend to think of that as a right-wing
institution. So you kind of have to think of the biases when you’re taking
in this data.

A Republican committee staffer highlighted the usefulness of outside sources as

partisan signals on policy. “I need an answer quickly, I know the Republican Party’s

answer is probably close to what someone at AEI or Heritage is saying. And vice versa.

That’s true for every issue and every political stripe. [P]eople have their kind of go-to

where they know people most closely.”

However, he cautioned that ideological information sources can trigger skepticism

from non-aligned minority staffers that he may be working with in committee, noting,

“[I]f I cite even good work that’s happening at Heritage or AEI and I’m presenting that

to someone from the other side, they’re going to immediately discount it [...] People are

very quick to dismiss what you’re saying because of who you’re citing [...] [I]t happens

quite a bit.”

These statements by staffers I interviewed are, of course, not dispositive evidence

that staffers systemically engage in motivated reasoning. However, they do describe

their information environment, incentives, and the evaluation processes they use in a

manner that is consistent with the theoretical story I advance here. This lends, at

least, face validity to the notion of staffers as biased aggregators that I subsequently

test in this paper.

Data

In order to test the biased aggregation hypotheses presented above, I use original survey

data I collected as part of the 2017 Congressional Capacity Survey (CCS), which I

conducted with Tim Lapira, Lee Drutman, Alex Hertel-Fernandez and Kevin Kosar as
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a joint survey venture between New American and R Street.3 As far as I am aware, it

is the largest academic survey of Congressional staffers to date. It was fielded between

August 9th and November 4th, 2017. Using a complete census of congressional staffers

purchased from LegiStorm, we identified 8,485 prospective respondents who worked in

D.C. offices whose primary responsibility was to contribute to legislative operations,

as broadly construed as possible.4 The survey was sent to all 8,458 staffers using their

congressional email addresses. Staffers and offices were contacted by a variety of outside

validator organizations to encourage them to participate in the survey.5 Recipients were

reminded to participate in the survey two times following initial outreach.6

Overall, the final response rate of the survey 5.2 percent (441 of 8,485). While this

rate may be initially concerning, I have confidence in the inferences drawn from these

data for several reasons.7 First, in recent years major public opinion firms routinely

receive response rates of between 5 and 7 percent to their telephone surveys, and social

scientists routinely rely on these data to estimate public opinion.89.

Second, the CCS respondents comprise a diverse and quite representative sample

of congressional staff on observables. These responses come from staffers in 133 House

personal offices, 27 House committee or leadership offices, 60 Senate personal offices,

and 24 Senate committee or leadership offices. Figure 1 shows the unweighted difference

in means between the survey respondents and a separate random selection sample of 450

non-respondents for whom complete career history data was purchased from LegiStorm.

3The questions measuring the use of and trust in a battery of information sources were designed by me
and included in the survey at my request. I have received agreement from my co-PIs on the CSS to use these
data in my dissertation and to publish on results based on these data in a solo-authorship capacity.

4We excluded staffers that worked in offices with strictly administrative, facilities, or maintenance missions
(such as House Office of Logistics and Support and Senate Office of Printing, Graphics and Direct Mail).

5Validators included LegBranch.com, the R Street Institute, PopVox, Congressional Management Foun-
dation, Pew Charitable Trusts, Bipartisan Policy Center, Stennis Center, and various congressional staff.

6More details on the survey timeline and outreach procedure can be found in the 2017 CCS method-
ological addendum, here: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5730a293d210b89987a2a8b5/t/

5a96d211ec212d0e8eabbdb1/1519833618419/Congressional+Capacity+Survey+Methods+01-2018.pdf
7or at least, our confidence in these results should not be lower than other well-regarded survey research
8https://news.gallup.com/opinion/methodology/225143/listening-state-telephone-surveys.aspx
9http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/02/27/response-rates-in-telephone-surveys-have-resumed-

their-decline/
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In general, unweighted balance is quite good on most covariates. The sample has

approximately the same share of Senate staffers, staffers in Republican offices, lead-

ership staffers, and staffers of different levels of seniority as a random sample of non-

respondents. However, there are some significant differences. The survey oversamples

committee staffers and legislative staffers, which is not-unexpected given its frame as a

study of congressional capacity. The largest difference between respondents and non-

respondents is in gender: according to LegiStorm’s coding 34.7 % of survey respondents

are women while 50.2 % of the non-respondent sample are women. To some degree,

these imbalances are not independent. Men are over represented among legislative

staffers and committee staffers within Congress.10 The only roles in which women are

over-represented in Congress are communication professionals and administrative posi-

tions such as staff assistants or schedulers, which were under-represented in the survey

responses. This is not entirely unexpected as staffers in these roles act as gatekeepers

for the rest of their offices and as such are likely to receive especially high volumes of

email inquiries and be some of the most selective in who they respond to.

1059 percent of legislative staffers and 54 percent of committee staffers in Congress men.
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Figure 1: Balance Between Survey Respondents and Random Sample of Staffers (with 95%

Confidence Intervals)
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Covariate balance between respondents and non-respondents is extremely good on

several key career variables. Both groups have nearly identical mean salaries, number

of years working in Congress, and a similar number of total employers during their time

in Congress (a sum of the number of different members of Congress and committees

for which the staffer worked).

In addition to the good partisan balance between respondents’ and non-respondents’

offices, the two samples work for ideologically indistinguishable sets of bosses according

to their first dimension DW-Nominate scores (Poole and Rosenthal, 2000). Committee

staffers are coded as working for either the committee chair or ranking member de-

pending on whether they are majority or minority staff.11 While respondents’ bosses

11Committee staff that work assigned to a committee generally rather than the minority or majority are
coded as working for the committee chair.
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are slightly more conservative than the bosses of non-respondents for both Democrats

and Republicans, the ∼ 0.025 difference in means in their DW-Nominate scores is only

about 1.5 percent of the full range (−0.758, 0.94) of the variable.

Third, throughout the analysis I report below, I use several approaches to address

non-response bias insofar as is possible given the data at hand. All respondents were

given inverse probability weights using a post-stratification procedure conditioning on

the joint distribution of chamber, office type (personal, committee, other), and party

(Democratic, Republican, other) in the population, using the sampling frame purchased

from LegiStorm (Lumley et al., 2004; Lumley, 2017). The maximum weight applied

to any case was 4.82, and the minimum 0.749. Comprehensive balance tests, both pre

and post-weighting can be found in the 2017 CCS Methodological Appendix (Furnas

& LaPira, 2018), which is reproduced in full in Appendix TK. Because the application

of these post-stratification weights improves balance generally, I use them in all of

the subsequent analyses in this paper. Additionally, all of the econometric models

reported here use a two-stage Heckman selection procedure in an attempt to account

for selection bias in who chooses to respond to the survey. There is more detail about

this procedure in the Methods section of this paper.

Finally, these data are the largest and most comprehensive existing dataset of con-

gressional staffer attitudes towards information sources. The final sample used in the

analysis is well over three times the size of the recent similar staff survey conducted by

Hertel-Fernandez et al. (2018). The difficulty surveying this population and scarcity

of data of this kind have made direct study of congressional staff behavior a compar-

ative blind spot in the study of Congress. These data are the best currently available

to assess these fundamental questions of representation, information processing, and

policy-making by congressional staffers.

The dependent variables in the analyses below are staffers’ reported level of trust in

a variety of information sources and the frequency they report using these information

sources when they make recommendations. I also make use of an ideology scale esti-
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mated from a five question battery from Heinz (1993), validated by Esterling (2016).

For more information on the structure of the questionaire, and question wording see

Appendix B.

Methods

I conduct two sets of analyses to address the hypotheses that I introduce above. In

the first, I estimate models for each of six information sources of interest: left-of-center

think tanks, right-of-center think tanks, university researchers, CRS, CBO, and GAO.

For each source I estimate two separate models, one with staffers’ reported trust in

each source as the dependent variable and one with staffers’ reported frequency of use

as the dependent variable. In the second analysis, I pool respondents’ answers to each

information source and treat the data as a repeated-measures panel to leverage indi-

vidual respondents’ differing responses to internal government, ideologically-aligned,

and ideologically non-aligned information sources.

Individual Source Models

Addressing the limitations of the survey data collected is a critical factor in the method-

ological approach I take in this study. The primary shortcoming of these data is the

potential for non-response bias introduced by the low response rate. While this is a

potential problem in all survey research, I take care to address this issue insofar as

is possible with existing data. In addition to using to the post-stratification weights

based on the joint distribution of chamber, office type, and party, each model is es-

timated using a Heckman selection two-stage least squares (2SLS) model (Heckman,

1977). The first stage uses a probit regression to model the probability of response

in the dataset comprised of 441 survey respondents and 450 randomly selected non-

respondents with multiple imputation for missing data (Honaker et al., 2011). The

inverse mills ratio, or “non-selection hazard,” from this first stage probit model was
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then included as an independent variable in the second stage model to account for

individual staffers’ likelihood not to respond to the survey (Heckman, 1977). Because

the dependent variables used in this study are likert-type survey questions, with four

categories of “trustworthiness” and three categories of “frequency of use,” I opt against

using a ordinary least squares in the second stage of the selection models. Instead, I

use ordinal logistic regression models with a cumulative (logit) link function (Greene,

2003). This better captures the structure of the dependent variable (although results

are substantively similar when estimated with OLS). Finally, I use multiple imputation

to account for (low levels) of missing data in independent variables from the survey re-

sponses (Honaker et al., 2011). In order to appropriately propagate the uncertainty of

the non-selection hazard (estimated in the first stage) and the imputation procedure,

I use a repeated sampling and model averaging approach. I generate 1000 imputed

datasets using Amelia II (Honaker et al., 2011). For each imputed dataset, I predict

each respondents’ non-selection hazard using a selection dataset resampled with re-

placement. I then run an ordinal logistic regression including the non-selection hazard

as an independent variable to model respondents’ reported level of trust in or use of

each information source in each imputed dataset and then combine the results using

Rubin’s rules as implemented by Lumley (2006).

Each model uses the following functional form, where Yi is the ordinal response

category of j categories for both trust and use dependent variables (Agresti, 2003).

logit(P (Yi < j)) = θj + β1(Extremismi) + β2(BossDW-NominateDim1i) + β3(LeftIdeologyi)

+β3(Left Ideologyi × Extremismi) + β(Xi)

i = 1, ..., n j = 1, ..., J − 1

(1)

Here the substantive variables of interest are the absolute value of the staffer’s
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ideology score, used to capture Extremism, LeftIdeology, a dummy variable for whether

the staffer is ideologically left-of-center, and the interaction between the two, which

allows for the marginal effect of a staffer’s ideological extremism to vary depending

on whether the staffer is conservative or liberal ideologically. The final variable of

interest is BossDW-NominateDim1, which is the first dimension of DW-Nominate for

the Member of Congress to whom the staffer reports. Conditioning on staffers’ bosses’

ideology score allows me to test whether staffers are simply selecting sources based

on their bosses’ preferences — acting as faithful agents of their principals — or if

they select sources based on their own preferences as well. Xi represents a vector of

individual conditioning variables :

• Tenure, a sum of the number of years the staffer has worked in Congress.

• log(Salary), the natural log of the staffer’s yearly salary.

• Seniority, a three category ordinal variable.

• Office Type, which captures whether a staffer is a member of a personal, commit-

tee, or leadership office.

• Chamber, a dummy variable for the chamber in which the respondent works.

• Issue, a dummy variable for which issue battery the respondent was asked to

evaluate sources under.

• IMR, the inverse mills ratio (non-selection hazard) estimated in the first stage

model.

These conditioning variables are chosen to account for other potential factors that

may shape how staffers view different information sources. Staffers who have served

in the institution for longer may have developed different relationships with these

sources, or have similar patterns of source trust or use based on being socialized into

the institution when internal knowledge providers were more prevalent. Staffers with

higher salaries or those in more senior roles may have more responsibility, operate
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under more extreme time constraints, and need to rely on different cues or shortcuts

in their evaluation of information sources. A categorical variable for the issue about

which the information source questions were asked is included to account for the fact

that certain information sources may be viewed as more trustworthy or useful on some

issues than others. For example, we might imagine that staffers report higher levels

of trust and use of the Congressional Budget Office when asked about making recom-

mendations on budgetary issues than when asked about making recommendations on

national security issues. Dummy variables for chamber and office type help account

for the different information environments and imperatives of staffers within different

institutional settings. Finally, the inverse mills ratio is included to condition on the

individual respondents’ propensity to have responded to the survey as estimated from

the first stage regression model.

Pooled, Repeated Measures Models

Next I estimate two mixed effects ordinal logistic regressions models in which I have

pooled staffers’ responses to multiple information sources: left-of-center think tank,

right-of-center think tank, CRS, CBO, and GAO (Agresti, 2003; Christensen, 2018).12

This can be thought of as a repeated measures design. I have categorized the rela-

tionship between respondents and sources into three groups: 1) aligned think tank if

the respondent is a Democrat (Republican) and the source is the left-of-center (right-

of-center) think tank; 2) non-aligned think tank if the respondent is a Democrat (Re-

publican) and the source is a right-of-center (left-of-center) think tank; and 3) inside

source, if the source is the CRS, GAO, or CBO regardless of staffer party. These cre-

ate a tripartite categorical variable, source group. This design allows me to include

a mixed effect for each respondent, which helps condition individual staffers’ baseline

propensities to report higher levels of trust or use of information – independent of

12I have excluded responses to the university researcher source, because I wanted to use these models to
compare explicitly ideological outside information to internal government sources.
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source.

For these models I follow the same two-stage process with 100 separate multiply im-

puted datasets of respondents, each with their own set of inverse mills ratios separately

estimated from a bootstrap resampled selection dataset in stage one.

I estimate the following model where Yik is the ordinal response category of i re-

spondent on k information source over j categories for the Trust dependent variable.

logit(P (Yik < j)) = θj + β1(Extremismi) + β2(BossExtremismi) + β3(Alignedik)

+β4(Non Alignedik) + β5(Alignedik × Extremismi) + β6(Non Alignedik × Extremismi)

+β7(Alignedik × BossExtremismi) + β8(Non Alignedi × BossExtremismi)

+β(Xi)− u(stafferi)

i = 1, ..., n j = 1, ..., J − 1

(2)

The model for Use follows the same form but also includes Trust as an indepen-

dent variable. As before, Yik is the ordinal response category of i respondent on k

information source over j categories for the Trust dependent variable.

logit(P (Yik < j)) = θj + β1(Extremismi) + β2(BossExtremismi) + β3(Trustik) + β4(Alignedik)

+β5(Non Alignedik) + β6(Alignedik × Extremismi) + β7(Non Alignedik × Extremismi)

+β8(Alignedik × BossExtremismi) + β9(Non Alignedik × BossExtremismi)

+β(Xi)− u(stafferi)

i = 1, ..., n j = 1, ..., J − 1

(3)

In both of these models, Extremism, BossExtremism and Source Group (Aligned,

Non-aligned, Internal), are the primary independent constructs of interest. The inter-

actions between the staffer (boss) extremism and source group are also of interest. The
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constituent parts of these interactions are shown in equations (2) and (3). The inde-

pendent variable Source Group is coded at the respondent/source dyad level (denoted

with subscript i for respondent and k for source, above). Additionally, Xi represents a

vector of the additional respondent specific control variables used in models 1-12 above,

and β their coefficient estimates. Finally, to account for the repeated measure design

I include staffer level random effects, u(stafferi). This should capture individual

staffers’ differing propensities to use and trust information more generally.

Post-stratification weights, psweight, from CCS 2017 are used in all analyses.

Results

In this section, I report the results from the models detailed above. For ease of interpre-

tation, the coefficient estimates for the independent variables of interest are presented

graphically, with the full regression results in Appendix A.

Ideology, Extremism, and Information Source

I begin by investigating the extent to which staffers’ reported levels of trust and use

of a variety of information sources is associated with their own ideological positions

and those of their bosses. I assess the relationship between ideology, extremism, and

information source first by estimating separate models for each information source. I

present a series (two-stage Heckman) ordinal logistic regressions second stage for each of

the six information sources mentioned above (left-of-center think tank, right-of-center

think tank, university researchers, CRS, CBO, and GAO).
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Staffer Ideology and the selection and use of information

Figure 2: Effect of extremism on reported attitudes towards information sources
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Figure 2 displays the cumulative log odds and 95 percent confidence intervals of the

interaction between staffer ideological extremism and a dummy variable for whether

the staffer is ideologically left or right-of-center for the six separate models of source

trust. Tables with the full results of these models can be seen in Appendix A.

That liberals trust left-of-center sources and conservatives trust right-of-center

sources is, on its own, unsurprising. However, these results tell us much more than

that. These results allow us to compare both between staffers of the different ideologies

(liberal vs. conservative)13 and, perhaps more importantly, within staffers of the same

ideology but different levels of extremism. It is important to note that these models

condition on the ideology of the staffers boss. Even when conditioning on strength

the ideology of a staffers’ boss, individual staffer ideology is strongly asso-

ciated with differing levels of trust in different sources. This suggests that

13Operationalized as left or right-of-center on the latent ideology scale
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staffers are not simply selecting sources that fit their bosses goals, but rather that they

act as ideologically selecting agents in their own right. In all six sources investigated

the difference between the effect of increased ideological extremism in a liberal staffer

was statistically distinguishable from the effect of increased ideological extremism in a

conservative staffer.

As staffers who are left-of-center become more extreme ideologically they are sta-

tistically distinguishably more likely to trust left-of-center think tanks and university

produced research than their more moderate counterparts, and less likely to trust

right-of-center think tanks. Again, this in itself is not particular surprising. How-

ever, left-of-center staffers are also more likely to trust the GAO than their moderate

counterparts, although this effect is only marginally significant. This pattern is even

starker among staffers who are ideologically right-of-center. Among right-of-center

staffers, those who are more extreme ideologically actually tend to trust all sources

except for right-of-center think tanks less than more moderate staffers. Right-of-center

think tanks are the only source I test for which moderate and extreme conservative

staffers display statistically indistinguishable levels of reported trust. More extreme

staffers are less likely to trust the GAO, CRS, and CBO, three highly regarded non-

partisan government sources of information. For all six sources tested, the marginal

effects of ideological extremism among liberals and conservatives on their trust in that

source are strongly statistically distinguishable from each other. These models suggest

extremely strong support for ideological selectivity in which sources staffers tend to

trust.

Turning to reported levels of use of these information sources I find similar, albeit

less pronounced, patterns of ideological selectivity among more extreme staffers. The

results from the models of information use are shown in the bottom panel of figure 2.

More extreme liberal staffers are more likely to use information from left-of-center think

tanks and university researchers and less likely to use information from a right-of-center

think tank than their more moderate counterparts. Ideologically conservative staffers,
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on the other hand, are less likely to report using university research, information from

left-of-center think tanks, or the Congressional Research Service than more ideologically

moderate conservative staffers.

Together, these models indicate that more extreme ideologues selectively trust and

use sources that are more likely to be aligned with their preconceptions, and that

they do so independent of the ideological positions of their bosses. These results are

particularly strong among conservative staffers.

Member Ideology and the selection and use of information

Figure 3 shows the marginal effect (in log odds) of the ideology of the Member of

Congress that a staffer reports to on that staffer’s trust in and use of each of the six

information sources modeled.

Figure 3: Effect of boss’s ideology reported trust in and use of information sources
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When staffers report to more conservative bosses (those with higher DW-Nominate

scores), they tend to report lower levels of trust in CRS and the CBO and higher
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levels of trust in right-of-center think tanks. These effects are both substantively

and statistically significant. Staffers reporting to more conservative bosses are much

more likely to report using right-of-center think tanks, however in the other source use

models bosses ideology is not distinguishably different from zero (University research

is marginal here). The full results including controls are shown in table 4 and 7 in

Appendix A.

In summary, there is some evidence that staffers are acting as faithful agents, sub-

ject to their bosses ideological predispositions, selecting sources they should trust or use

to match. However, even when conditioning on the ideological position of those they

report to, staffers exhibit a large degree of what appears to be self-directed ideological

selectivity. I find evidence that staffers are responsive to their bosses’ ideologies, but

also act as independent agents in their own right, bringing their own judgement, prefer-

ences, and biases into their evaluations of different information sources. Together, these

results indicate strong preliminary support for motivated reasoning through confirma-

tion bias and motivated skepticism. In short, those with stronger directional goals (i.e.

the most ideologically-extreme staffers) are those who appear to be the most selective

in their sources.

Assessing source alignment with between source models

The section above addressed the different levels of trust and use reported staffers with

ideological identities reported trust in and use of each information source separately.

However, in order to test the relative levels of reported trust in and use of information

from different types of sources, I turn to a repeated measures panel in which the

primary independent variables are Extremism and Source Group. As detailed above,

I use a Heckman selection procedure and a mixed effect ordinal logistic regression

(clmm) (Christensen, 2018) in order to account for the structure of the dependent

variable and the dependence between repeated measures of the same staffer. The
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source group variable captures whether the source is ideologically aligned with the

respondent: Democratic respondents are considered to be aligned with left-of-center

think tanks, Republican respondents with right-of-center think tanks. The resulting

variable consists of three categories “Aligned Think Tank,” “Non-Aligned Think Tank”

and “Inside Government”.

It is worth noting that before we account for the interaction between ideological

extremism, the baseline level of trust for internal government sources among Congres-

sional staffers is extremely high (β = 6.404, σ = .469 for the dummy variable, see Table

7 for full results). On the other hand, the baseline level of trust for ideologically-aligned

and non-aligned think tanks are statistically indistinguishable from each other among

staffers with extremism of zero (i.e. staffers with a zero value on the folded ideology

score).14 However, in the interactions between (1) staffer extremism and source group,

and, (2) boss extremism and source group, we see meaningful differentiation in reported

levels of trust between sources among more extreme staffers and bosses.

Figure 4 shows the log odds of of reporting higher levels of trust depending on

the source group and respondent extremism in the left panel and source group and

respondents’ bosses’ extremism in the right panel. In addition to these interaction

plots, the full results of the regressions available are in Table 7.

14Who also work for members of Congress with an extremism score of zero, which would be a hypothetical
member with a DW-Nominate score of zero, somewhere between Joe Manchin and Susan Collins.
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Figure 4: Marginal Effect of extremism reported trust in information sources
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The leftmost panel of figure 4 shows strong evidence that the interaction between

staffers’ ideological extremism affects how much a staffer trusts an information source.

More extreme staffers are much less likely to trust ideologically non-aligned think tanks.

This effect is statistically distinguishable both from 0 and from each of the other source

group marginal effects. That is, relative to other sources available to them, a more

extreme staffer will tend to trust a non-aligned think tank both less than their more

moderate co-partisans and less than they would trust information from an internal

government source or an ideologically-aligned think tank. The marginal effect of a

staffer’s ideological extremism on their reported level of trust of internal government

sources just barely misses conventional statistical significance.

However, when we turn to the marginal effect of ideological extremism of the

member of Congress that staffers report to, there is a strong negative association be-

tween the member’s extremism and the staffer’s reported trust in internal government

sources of information. This suggests that staffers in more ideologically-extreme offices
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may tend to engage in motivated skepticism of these comparatively moderate internal

sources. Staffers in more extreme offices are also tend to report higher levels of trust

in ideologically-aligned think tanks than their more moderate counterparts.

When considering staff reported use of different information sources it is clear that

the extent to which a staffer trusts an information source is the primary driver of which

sources they choose to use. As figure 5 shows, the cumulative log odds of reporting a

higher level of use increases substantially with each level of trustworthiness that staffers

rate a source above “not at all trustworthy,” the baseline category. For example staffer

is approximately 12 times more likely to report more frequent use of an information

source if they have rated it as “somewhat trustworthy” than if they have rated it ”not

at all trustworthy.” A staffer is almost 100 times more likely to report a higher level

of use if they have rated a source as “mostly trustworthy” compared to a source they

view as not at all trustworthy.

Figure 5: Effect of extremism reported use of information sources
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However, once I have conditioned on staffers’ reported level of trust in an informa-
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tion source, the interaction between ideological extremism and alignment between the

source and the staffer or boss is no longer significant. These interactions are shown

in Figure 6. There may be some concern that including the measure of trust in these

models of use could introduce post-treatment bias, since we may consider trust of ide-

ological sources as existing after ideology on the causal pathway (Montgomery et al.,

2018). When trust is excluded from the model of use, we find strong effects of staffer

and boss extremism on differing rates of use of aligned, non-aligned, and internal in-

formation sources. These results, which mirror those observed in the clmm model of

trust, are shown in Table 6 in Appendix A.

Figure 6: Marginal effect of extremism reported use of information sources
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Together these results strongly indicate that the primary driver of differential rates

of reported use between internal, aligned external, and non-aligned external sources is

the ideologically-determined differing levels of trust that respondents feel towards those

sources. This suggests that while staffers engage in ideologically-structured source

selection via motivated reasoning or skepticism, it tends to operate at the level of how

they evaluate the trustworthiness of sources rather than as a conscious strategic choice

over which sources to use.
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Discussion

The interviews I conducted with congressional staffers paint a picture of staffers who

rely greatly on their personal relationships and experience to evaluate a broad array of

information sources under considerable constraints. They cited both directional and

accuracy considerations, and suggested the use of reputational as well as partisan and

ideological heuristics in their evaluation.

These qualitative impressions underscore the plausibility of the biased selection and

aggregation processes that I have theorized and sought to test in this paper. I propose

that, subject to bountiful third-party information sources (both internal and external

to Congress), staffers operating under considerable time and resource constraints in

complex decision environments engage in a biased information selection and aggrega-

tion process. Ultimately, these staffers use ideological signals as shortcuts, and are

subject to confirmation bias, and motivated skepticism that impacts their trust in and

use of information sources. Rather than aggregating information neutrally, or in line

with the prior ideological commitments of their bosses, staffers’ individual ideologies

shape how they trust and use information.

This analysis of staffer responses to the 2017 Congressional Capacity Survey pro-

vide strong support for this theory. While staffers tend to trust internal non-partisan

sources quite a lot, this trust is lower among more ideologically extreme staffers and

strong partisans who may have stronger directional goals. Similarly, staffers are much

more trusting of ideologically-aligned think tank sources than non-aligned think tanks,

suggesting both a tendency for confirmation bias and motivated skepticism. The re-

sults also strongly suggest that these biases in trust translate to biases in use, which we

might expect to have ultimate consequences on policy-making and collective decision-

making.

Significantly, several interviewees also suggested that some of their directional goals

were driven by their needs to be responsive to their bosses’ political or ideological
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constraints. The results presented here provide support for the notion that staffers are

responsive to the ideologies of the members they report to. However, I also show that

staffers operate as more than just responsive agents of their members. Beyond their

responsiveness to their bosses, individual staffer ideology significantly structures the

extent to which staffers trust and ultimately use these sources in their policymaking.

The next step of this project involves fielding several short survey experiments

for confirmatory analysis in the 2019 Congressional Capacity Survey which I will be

fielding with Tim LaPira in May/June.
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Appendix A: Full Models and Additional Tests

Source Question χ2 p-value Difference in µ T-test SE
right-of-center think tanks Use info 0.2344 -0.3822 0.1287
right-of-center think tanks Trust info 0.002 -0.7692 0.1283
left-of-center think tanks Use info 0.0001 0.7095 0.1078
left-of-center think tanks Trust info 0.0001 0.5827 0.138
University researchers Use info 0.6238 0.144 0.1212
University researchers Trust info 0.342 0.4145 0.1551

Table 1: Trust in and use of information for budget policy recommendations

Source Question χ2 p-value Difference in µ T-test SE
right-of-center think tanks Use info 0.0003 -0.8419 0.1457
right-of-center think tanks Trust info 0.0003 -0.6776 0.1402
left-of-center think tanks Use info 0.2405 0.3578 0.1422
left-of-center think tanks Trust info 0.0225 0.5751 0.1433
University researchers Use info 0.6864 0.1577 0.1455
University researchers Trust info 0.3167 0.3595 0.1323

Table 2: Trust in and use of information for health policy recommendations

Source Question χ2 p-value Difference in µ T-test SE
right-of-center think tanks Use info 0.0001 -0.607 0.1055
right-of-center think tanks Trust info 0.0017 -0.63 0.1157
left-of-center think tanks Use info 0.0000 0.4571 0.1011
left-of-center think tanks Trust info 0.0023 0.5471 0.1194
University researchers Use info 0.0553 0.218 0.1065
University researchers Trust info 0.0000 0.6568 0.1216

Table 3: Trust in and use of information for national security policy recommendations
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Table 4: Second stage of 2SLS ordinal logistic regression models Trust in information sources

Right TT Left TT Univ CRS CBO GAO

Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12

extremism 0.108 -1.364 -0.671 -0.976 -0.976 -0.993
(0.324) (0.322) (0.308) (0.319) (0.319) (0.293)

left ideology -0.02 -1.115 -0.416 -0.854 -0.853 -0.296
(0.554) (0.544) (0.535) (0.572) (0.572) (0.527)

nominate dim1 1.423 -0.608 -0.653 -1.085 -1.082 -0.071
(0.508) (0.467) (0.462) (0.475) (0.475) (0.443)

log salary 0.276 0.076 0.035 -0.19 -0.187 0.023
(0.240) (0.225) (0.228) (0.232) (0.233) (0.220)

as.factor(seniority)1 -0.072 0.014 -0.748 0.179 0.171 0.583
(0.372) (0.363) (0.376) (0.390) (0.391) (0.354)

as.factor(seniority)2 0.251 -0.486 -1.339 -0.091 -0.099 0.459
(0.508) (0.485) (0.507) (0.501) (0.503) (0.468)

issuehealth 0.587 0.494 0.645 0.16 0.162 -0.025
(0.313) (0.304) (0.311) (0.310) (0.310) (0.296)

issuesecurity 0.51 0.716 0.158 0.672 0.673 0.208
(0.283) (0.279) (0.281) (0.294) (0.294) (0.273)

issue know 0.313 0.117 0.815 1.761 1.76 0.856
(0.479) (0.467) (0.474) (0.511) (0.511) (0.461)

as.factor(officetype2)2 -0.815 -0.068 -0.042 -0.037 -0.038 0.099
(0.339) (0.314) (0.319) (0.326) (0.326) (0.306)

as.factor(officetype2)3 -1.171 0.062 -0.531 -0.381 -0.382 -1.739
(0.638) (0.589) (0.553) (0.543) (0.543) (0.548)

as.factor(chamber ls2)1 0.256 0.04 -0.259 0.008 0.007 0.213
(0.262) (0.244) (0.251) (0.256) (0.256) (0.236)

IMR -1.45 -0.725 -0.726 -0.209 -0.21 -0.667
(0.710) (0.617) (0.574) (0.525) (0.524) (0.476)

extremism:left ideology -1.328 2.613 1.719 1.348 1.349 1.453
(0.578) (0.575) (0.562) (0.606) (0.606) (0.542)
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Table 5: Second stage of 2SLS ordinal logistic regression models of use in information sources

Right TT Left TT Univ CRS CBO GAO

Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12

extremism -0.073 -0.781 -0.414 -0.27 -0.898 -0.189
(0.306) (0.312) (0.301) (0.290) (0.326) (0.286)

left ideology 0.535 -0.548 0.288 -0.909 -1.128 -0.527
(0.533) (0.536) (0.546) (0.502) (0.546) (0.496)

nominate dim1 2.579 -0.34 0.85 -0.305 -0.348 -0.067
(0.488) (0.461) (0.455) (0.424) (0.447) (0.419)

log salary -0.028 -0.019 -0.04 -0.139 -0.066 0.171
(0.225) (0.233) (0.222) (0.214) (0.230) (0.218)

as.factor(seniority)1 0.627 0.513 0.561 0.404 0.189 0.914
(0.360) (0.380) (0.372) (0.354) (0.399) (0.352)

as.factor(seniority)2 0.896 0.604 0.33 0.863 0.12 0.95
(0.476) (0.506) (0.484) (0.466) (0.512) (0.463)

issuehealth 0.521 0.152 0.207 -0.327 -0.486 -0.345
(0.310) (0.311) (0.308) (0.286) (0.312) (0.290)

issuesecurity 0.41 0.115 -0.291 -0.831 0.106 -0.214
(0.277) (0.281) (0.276) (0.261) (0.294) (0.258)

issue know 0.402 -0.271 -0.329 1.082 0.957 0.755
(0.477) (0.485) (0.491) (0.445) (0.495) (0.447)

as.factor(officetype2)2 -0.233 -0.083 -0.561 0.421 -0.523 0.967
(0.314) (0.332) (0.319) (0.297) (0.314) (0.308)

as.factor(officetype2)3 -2.34 -0.735 -1.769 -0.966 -1.631 -0.852
(0.627) (0.577) (0.557) (0.502) (0.492) (0.496)

as.factor(chamber ls2)1 -0.027 0.079 0.259 -0.172 -0.48 0.017
(0.244) (0.252) (0.244) (0.229) (0.246) (0.228)

IMR -0.308 -0.924 -0.559 0.211 0.205 -0.433
(0.545) (0.694) (0.483) (0.446) (0.500) (0.447)

extremism:left ideology -0.452 2.309 1.197 0.404 0.615 0.279
(0.551) (0.559) (0.545) (0.506) (0.539) (0.513)
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Table 6: Second stage of 2SLS mixed effects ordinal logistic regression models of trust and
use, repeated measures dataset

Trust Use

1|2 -2.535 -0.392
(2.015) (1.753)

2|3 0.864 2.528
(2.010) (1.757)

3|4 4.388
(2.016)

extremism 0.34 0.327
(0.321) (0.296)

source groupInside 6.404 2.274
(0.469) (0.409)

source groupNon-aligned TT 0.501 0.241
(0.532) (0.536)

boss extremism 1.719 1.797
(0.907) (0.859)

log salary -0.045 -0.045
(0.196) (0.171)

seniority1 0.191 0.588
(0.334) (0.302)

seniority2 0.114 0.838
(0.431) (0.387)

issuehealth 0.376 -0.12
(0.264) (0.236)

issuesecurity 0.657 -0.107
(0.245) (0.215)

issue know 0.884 0.809
(0.424) (0.374)

officetype22 -0.293 0.228
(0.267) (0.230)

officetype23 -1.165 -1.154
(0.572) (0.467)

chamber ls21 0.089 -0.235
(0.223) (0.194)

IMR -0.786 -0.243
(0.519) (0.394)

extremism:source groupInside -0.747 -0.791
(0.307) (0.289)

extremism:source groupNon-aligned TT -1.984 -1.252
(0.406) (0.385)

source groupInside:boss extremism -4.922 -1.771
(0.860) (0.823)

source groupNon-aligned TT:boss extremism -2.162 -2.342
(1.106) (1.121)
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Table 7: Second stage of 2SLS mixed effects ordinal logistic regression models of trust and
use (with trust IV), repeated measures dataset

Trust Use

1|2 -2.535 2.525
(2.015) (1.839)

2|3 0.864 5.812
(2.010) (1.848)

3|4 4.388
(2.016)

extremism 0.34 0.172
(0.321) (0.310)

source groupInside 6.404 0.237
(0.469) (0.466)

source groupNon-aligned TT 0.501 -0.148
(0.532) (0.567)

boss extremism 1.719 1.116
(0.907) (0.896)

log salary -0.045 -0.067
(0.196) (0.175)

seniority1 0.191 0.697
(0.334) (0.291)

seniority2 0.114 1.000
(0.431) (0.386)

issuehealth 0.376 -0.256
(0.264) (0.239)

issuesecurity 0.657 -0.322
(0.245) (0.218)

issue know 0.884 0.632
(0.424) (0.381)

officetype22 -0.293 0.372
(0.267) (0.234)

officetype23 -1.165 -0.771
(0.572) (0.476)

chamber ls21 0.089 -0.256
(0.223) (0.196)

IMR -0.786 -0.031
(0.519) (0.383)

extremism:source groupInside -0.747 -0.466
(0.307) (0.308)

extremism:source groupNon-aligned TT -1.984 -0.394
(0.406) (0.415)

source groupInside:boss extremism -4.922 -0.358
(0.860) (0.879)

source groupNon-aligned TT:boss extremism -2.162 -1.104
(1.106) (1.202)

trust2 2.943
(0.396)

trust3 4.602
(0.426)

trust4 5.536
(0.463)
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Table 8: Example Stage 1 Selection model results

as.factor(respondent)

tenure −0.008
(0.014)

gap code 0.137
(0.130)

gender code −0.429∗∗∗

(0.093)
nominate dim1 0.734∗∗

(0.314)
num issues 0.010

(0.013)
num titles 0.028

(0.029)
num committees 0.024

(0.054)
as.factor(chamber ls2)1 0.030

(0.131)
log salary −0.178∗

(0.101)
as.factor(party ls2)1 −0.762∗∗∗

(0.280)
as.factor(officetype2)2 0.349∗∗

(0.166)
as.factor(officetype2)3 0.027

(0.250)
num employers −0.009

(0.010)
nonwhite −0.176

(0.137)
ls educ 0.110∗∗

(0.053)
as.factor(title cat)1 −0.227

(0.510)
as.factor(title cat)2 −0.070

(0.546)
as.factor(title cat)3 −0.644

(0.550)
as.factor(title cat)4 −0.260

(0.506)
as.factor(title cat)5 −0.591

(0.866)
as.factor(title cat)6 −0.051

(0.572)
fellow 0.863∗∗∗

(0.274)
seniority 0.011

(0.046)
Constant 2.240∗

(1.211)
N 838
Log Likelihood −540.928
AIC 1129.857

∗∗∗p < .01; ∗∗p < .05; ∗p < .1
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Appendix B: Question Wording

Respondents were asked whether they work on a list of issues “never,” “occasionally” or

“daily.”15 If respondents answered“daily” to one and only one of the follow: 1) “Budget

& Appropriations”, 2) “Health”, or 3) “Defense” and/or “International Affairs” they

were directed to a specific question block corresponding to Budget & Appropriations,

Health Policy or National Security Policy respectively. All other respondents were

randomly distributed among the three issue blocks.

The following analysis uses two types scales which were constructed from respon-

dents’ answers: 1) issue specific knowledge scales, and 2) an ideology scale. The

methodology for constructing these scales was included as part of the Congressional

Staff Capacity Survey pre-registration.16 Each issue block contained a battery of 4 or 5

knowledge questions designed in coordination with issue expert consultants. Issue spe-

cific knowledge scales were constructed by taking the standardized sum of the number

of knowledge questions that the respondents answered correctly.17

The staffer ideology scale was is constructed using a standardized sum of the likert-

type response items (1-5) of respondents’ answers to a five question ideology battery

designed and validated in Esterling (2016).

15The survey used a list 24 policy domains adapted from the Comparative Agendas Project Master Code-
book (http://www.comparativeagendas.net/pages/mastercodebook). We replaced “National Budget” with
“Budget and Appropriations” but all other issues were identical.

16https://osf.io/45ypc/
17I could use a simple IRT procedure here and generate a similar scale and re-estimate the models with

that
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Figure 7: Staffer party identification and ideology. Respondents that declines to answer the

party identification question are shown as “Party Q NA”.
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Figure 7 shows the distribution of ideology scores for of staffers that responded

to the 2017 Congressional Capacity Survey by their party identification. Democratic

staffers tend to be ideologically left-of-center, while Republican staffers tend to be

ideologically right-of-center. Strong partisans tend to be more extreme ideologically

than weak partisans, and Independents and staffers that did not answer the party

ID question have ideologies across the spectrum. It is useful here to note that is

consistent with the notion that partisans in congress think in schematic, sophisticated

and ideologically coherent terms. The absolute value of this ideological measure is used

to capture staffer extremism.

In their assigned issue blocks respondents were given batteries that asked about how

much they trust and use a variety of sources. In this analysis I focus on the trust and

use of three sources inside the government (CRS, CBO and GAO) and three sources
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outside the government (left-of-center Think Tanks, University Researchers, and right-

of-center Think Tanks). Respondents were asked to rate sources on a four item likert-

type trustworthiness scale (not at all, somewhat, mostly, completely trustworthy) and a

three item use scale (never use, occasionally use, frequently use). The question prompt

format for these items is shown below

Ideology Battery Questions

Q19 Thinking about YOUR OWN personal opinions -- not what you think

your boss believes -- what do you think about the following?

q19.1 The protection of consumer interests is best insured by a vigorous

competition among sellers rather than by federal government regulation on behalf

of consumers.

(1) Strongly agree (n=104)

(2) Somewhat agree (n=111)

(3) Neither agree nor disagree (n=47)

(4) Somewhat disagree (n=119)

(5) Strongly disagree (n=40)

q19.2 There is too much power concentrated in the hands of a few large companies

for the good of the country.

(1) Strongly agree (n=109)

(2) Somewhat agree (n=151)

(3) Neither agree nor disagree (n=65)

(4) Somewhat disagree (n=72)

(5) Strongly disagree (n=24)
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q19.3 One of the most important roles of government is to help those who cannot

help themselves, such as the poor, the disadvantaged, and the unemployed.

(1) Strongly agree (n=178)

(2) Somewhat agree (n=116)

(3) Neither agree nor disagree (n=37)

(4) Somewhat disagree (n=65)

(5) Strongly disagree (n=25)

q19.4 All Americans should have access to quality medical care regardless of

ability to pay.

(1) Strongly agree (n=205)

(2) Somewhat agree (n=83)

(3) Neither agree nor disagree (n=46)

(4) Somewhat disagree (n=65)

(5) Strongly disagree (n=22)

q19.5 The differences in income among occupations should be reduced.

(1) Strongly agree (n=47)

(2) Somewhat agree (n=97)

(3) Neither agree nor disagree (n=75)

(4) Somewhat disagree (n=86)

(5) Strongly disagree (n=116)

For purposes of summative scale construction q19.1 was reverse coded so that higher

number always were the more conservative codes.
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Source use and trust prompts

Indicate the how often you use the following resources [INSIDE/OUTSIDE]

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT when you make [federal budget/health policy/national

security policy] recommendations.

Indicate how trustworthy you find the following resources [INSIDE/OUTSIDE]

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT when you make [federal budget/health policy/national

security policy] recommendations.
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